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Quite possibly the most blasphemous and simplified version of the bible ever written. I've shrunken
this tale down to a fraction of its most popular incarnations. I've attempted to challenge the notion of
biblical literalism by showing that the story in its most basic form is simply too ridiculous for any
rational person to believe as factual truth.This is a work of fiction just as the bible is. Treat it as such,
and enjoy.
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I am an atheist and always enjoy a good roasting of any and all silly superstitious nonsense, but I'm
glad I didn't pay any more for this book. Although I respect the author's credentials and appreciate
his efforts to cast The Wholly Babble in the most ludicrous light possible, I found this book to be
neither particularly funny nor in any way compelling. From this atheist's perspective it amounts to a
typical "sit & bitch" or "rip the Bible" session with my inebriated, atheist buddies, which is always
enjoyable, but in the end accomplishes nothing. From what I would imagine to be a typical
non-atheist perspective, it just sounds like someone who is unfairly misrepresenting just about any

Christian view I've ever heard. It doesn't provide anything useful, or humorous, that one could
extract & present to either a Christian, or even just someone in the process of deciding what to
believe. It reads much like a book that just about any junior high school, back-of-the-class joker
could have written.If the author cannot write better jokes, I think he would better spend his time and
better serve the interests of enlightenment of the delusional if he used his considerable knowledge
of The Windy Blather to provide a book with more effective ammunition that might have a chance of
putting a crack in the Wall of Separation of the Religious Sheeples from Reality-Based Facts. Or,
team up with someone who can write better jokes.I consider this book to be a complete miss, but I
do hope the author will keep swinging. The business of trying to re-educate people, or in many
cases educate them for the first time, is a very serious business these days since these
superstitious dupes are now the base of the God's Own Party's presidential candidates.
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